An exciting and innovative approach to nurse assisting!

Get ready to discover the wonderful world of nurse assisting. Consider this book the key to unlocking the door to your success.

"Basic Nurse Assisting" covers all of the essential content and skills required for basic Nurse Assisting courses. You’ll learn everything you need to know to be successful on the job.

In fact, Stassi prioritizes the main concepts for you so you can concentrate on the most important information.

Divided neatly into columns, this text makes discovering the essentials of nurse assisting a snap. Everything you need to know is covered in a main column, while a narrower column covers “nice to know” tips and “notes.”

That’s what makes this book so special. It looks great and it’s easy to follow.

But that’s not all. You’ll also be introduced to OBRA requirements; safety issues; special considerations for older adults, children, and diverse cultures; and the How and Why of Nurse Assisting—it’s all the information you need to work in any setting.

This outstanding text:

• Presents procedures in a two-column format with the precise steps on one side and illustrations on the other—it’s visually stimulating and easy to follow!
• Highlights skills that are required as part of the National Nurse Aide Assessment Program (NNAAP™) to help you study for your exam.*
• Reinforces federal guidelines and issues with in-depth coverage of OBRA and safety topics that are highlighted in color throughout.
• Provides you with practical tips on certain techniques and actions with How and Why boxes.
• Contains an appendix with key Spanish phrases.
• Explains important vocabulary for you with a list of Key Terms with definitions at the beginning of each chapter.
• Helps you evaluate your learning with practical Chapter Review Questions.

With this book, you’ll be on your way to becoming a top-notch nurse assistant. This is definitely one book that you’ll keep for years!

Also available:
Workbook for Basic Nurse Assisting, which includes a unique certification review section.

*Applies to certain states only.